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Bulk Approval Process for Knit and Woven Fabrics 
 
1. When a style is adopted for bulk by NPG, the Production Planner sends the bulk unit 

order to the Garment Manufacturer. The Garment Manufacturer then sends a PO for the 
bulk fabric to the mill and the mill proceeds to bulk production. Once the bulk goods are 
finished, fabric references must be sent to NPG Raw Material Team for approval of: 

 Quality and appearance 

 Handfeel 

 Color 

 Print or Pattern 
2. The bulk reference will be compared to the mill’s original reference, which will be 

considered the STANDARD for quality, handfeel, weight and appearance. 
3. Mill/Agent or Manufacturer will send a bulk approval reference for each color, print or 

pattern, with the following requirements:  

Use the NPG Bulk Lot Submittal Form and send 

2 swatches to the NPG Raw Material team. 
 

 
 

a. All information should be filled out completely on the form prior to submission. The 
bulk swatch should be punched for weight and verified to be within tolerance based 
on NPS requirements.  The swatch should be mounted face side up. 

b. If the fabric weight exceeds the tolerance range based on the weight provided on the 
SmartForm as the standard, the mill should internally reject the bulk and refinish the 
fabric to bring it into tolerance. 

c. If it is not possible to meet the weight tolerance, or if there are any other production 
discrepancies or defects that arise compared to the standard, the RM team should be 
advised of these issues via email prior to sending the bulk reference.  The RM team 
will review any discrepancies for weight or quality with the Product Development team 
to determine if the bulk is acceptable to use to produce the intended garment style. 

4. The Raw Material team will provide bulk approval and/or comments via email. One 
reference will be kept in the seasonal brand file as a permanent record. 

5.  The second reference will be passed on to the Color team for solid color approval or the 
Print Tech for print and yarn dye pattern approval. 

6. If the fabric is garment washed or processed, and the bulk reference is being sent from 
the Garment Manufacturer instead of the mill, an additional reference should be provided.  
The wash process should be clearly identified on the Bulk Lot Submittal form.. This 
reference will be passed to the Product Developer for After Wash handfeel approval. 
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Bulk Approval Process for Sweater Yarn 

 
1. For sweater yarns, bulk approvals are made by the Product Developer (PD).   
2. During development, PD works with the Knitter (Garment Manufacturer) to establish 

correct stitch, tension, and hand-feel for each yarn by style.   
3. Bulk approval is based upon meeting the specifications agreed upon during development 

and is confirmed with PP sample. 
4. For bulk color approval, Knitter sends a knit-down (minimum 6” x 6”) of each color-way 

received to Color team (for approval of solid colors) or Print Tech/PD (any non-solids or 
stitch patterns) 

 


